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Progressive Rock with focus on vocal harmonies. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, ROCK: Hard

Rock Details: If low on stock please email Rob@houndsound.biz for preorder :) B.C. traces his musical

roots back to the day he was born. As long as he can remember, B.C. was always fascinated by the

sounds of the world around him. By age seven, he was constantly singing along with the radio; not only

the melody, but complex harmonies as well. By age nine, B.C. picked up his first instrument, a trumpet,

but it was soon afterward that his love of rock music would lead him to learn the electric guitar, as well as

the bass guitar, which still remains his favorite instrument. After extensively performing and collaborating

with various bands and organizations across the United States for over sixteen years, B.C. now travels

down the solo path, writing, recording, and performing his own compositions. A bass guitar player by

trade, B.C. is always exploring new and interesting ways of expressing himself on this instrument, at

times tastefully incorporating as many as four different bass parts within one song. While his music

possesses a hard rock edge and consists of complex arrangements, B.C. always retains a keen focus on

vocal melodies and harmonies. Many of his influences, including Porcupine Tree, Tool, Incubus, Rush, A

Perfect Circle, Soundgarden, Pink Floyd, The Cure, King's X, King Crimson, Primus, Jellyfish, Big Wreck,

Radiohead, I Mother Earth, Jane's Addiction, Seal, and Peter Gabriel, can be heard scattered throughout

his music, though the end result is a sound entirely his own. The debut album from B.C. is "Map of the

Muddled Mind", a conceptual album that chronicles a harrowing journey of self discovery. Though the

core of the subject matter is very personal to B.C.'s own experiences, the concept is that which anyone

can strongly relate to, each song exploring one or more of the various emotions that coincide with a

painstaking yet enlightening period of intense soul searching. Eliminate rational thought, and ride this

musical roller coaster of fear, anxiety, euphoria, anger, and self-doubt, eventually leading to a heightened
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sense of inner peace
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